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Abstract11

We report on a passive seismic experiment on a historical tower in northern Italy.12

Assessment of dynamical properties of such structures is known to be very important13

to anticipate their response to possible earthquake excitation. We show how classi-14

cal seismological analyses can image, in high definition and detail, many modes of15

vibration, continuously excited by background tremor due to vehicle traffic. Simi-16

larly to what Earth’s normal modes reveal, such information pose constraints on the17

elastic (and anelastic) structure of a building that, in the case of a historical edifice,18

are not generally known because appropriate information on its fabrication and con-19

stitution is not available. Our case refers to the XII-century, 97-meter tall, Asinelli20

tower in Bologna (northern Italy) — the tallest slender masonry building in Europe.21

We detect and analyze several modes of free flexural vibration, besides compressional22

and torsional modes. Free vibrations occur with slightly different natural frequencies23

along two orthogonal directions, as a consequence of a discrepancy between centers of24

mass and stiffness. This is apparent by the splitting of frequencies of modes of vibra-25

tion. For each mode, the polarization of particle motion shows that energy cyclically26

transfers between the two different degrees of freedom of the system. The spectral27

signature of the nearby Garisenda tower can also be recognized on the spectrum of28

Asinelli, and vice-versa, but the frequencies differ so there is no cross influence be-29

tween the two. These data can be used to calibrate the parameters used for dynamic30

modelling, to investigate variations in time of the dynamic response, and to charac-31

terize the anthropogenic sources of ground motion to possibly mitigate their effects.32

While the engineering community has extensively addressed the field of structural33

health monitoring with specific tools, we show that methods part of any seismologist34

toolbox can also provide detailed information about buildings, that can be used for35

their numerical modelling.36

Introduction37

The study of the normal modes of free oscillation of the Earth (e.g., Backus and Gilbert,38

1961; Dziewoński and Gilbert, 1972, 1973; Gilbert and Dziewoński, 1975; Ritzwoller et al.,39

1986; Woodhouse et al., 1986; Deuss et al., 2013) is a classical topic in seismology, that has40
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produced remarkable results for the study of deep Earth structure (e.g., He and Tromp,41

1996; Deuss et al., 2010; Ritsema et al., 2011), calculation of synthetic seismograms (Mas-42

ters et al., 2011), and seismic source inversion (Gilbert and Dziewoński, 1975; Dziewoński43

et al., 1981; Ekström et al., 2012). Normal mode analysis is in fact a well-known and44

standard tool in many fields, among which acoustics, study of mechanical and electrical45

systems, structural dynamics, optics. Seismological approaches have been applied to dif-46

ferent scales and environments, and even to the apple industry to quantify fruit firmness47

(van Wijk and Hitchman, 2017). Analysis of free vibrations a building, excited by distant48

earthquakes or ambient noise, is also effective as a tool to assess the response of the con-49

struction to stronger ground motion, with a goal of evaluating its seismic vulnerability50

(e.g. Clinton et al., 2006; Crowley and Pinho, 2010). It has been long used by the engi-51

neering community to obtain information about structures (e.g. Chopra, 2012; Taranath,52

2012; Au, 2017). Information deriving from modal identification can be used to cast an53

inverse problem (in a process known in engineering as structural system identification)54

aimed at determining the structural properties of a system (e.g. Au, 2017). The response55

of a building even to small-amplitude excitation depends on — and, hence, gives infor-56

mation about — its elastic and anelastic properties. Such knowledge holds particular57

interest for historical buildings, for which little is known about construction details, and58

that are particularly susceptible to seismic damage. It may be used to constrain numerical59

full dynamic structural analyses (e.g. Peeters and De Roeck, 1999; Gallipoli et al., 2010;60

Prieto et al., 2010; Kaya and Şafak, 2015; Invernizzi et al., 2019; Azzara et al., 2020).61

We set our attention on a medieval monumental masonry tower in Bologna, Italy, where62

we aim to apply classical seismological techniques to measure free oscillations excited by63

urban ambient noise in a seismic monitoring campaign carried on for six months.64

Determination of the response of buildings to ground motion is an important element65

to estimate the possible effects of seismic shaking, and hence structural vulnerability to66

earthquakes (Crowley and Pinho, 2010). Time-lapse monitoring is useful to monitor the67

state of health of constructions (Trifunac et al., 2001a,b). Analyses of seismic waves in68

buildings have indeed been the subject of many studies. Amplitude and apparent free fre-69
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quency changes with time (detected for earthquake shaking and ambient vibration tests)70

have been used to show that the response of a building and ground coupling depend on71

amplitude of excitation at the ground (e.g. Trifunac et al., 2001a,b). Using interfero-72

metric methods that take advantage of time domain transfer function approaches it has73

been shown that building response can be isolated from the excitation and soil-structure74

interaction by deconvolution of displacement recorded at different levels in the building75

(e.g. Snieder and Şafak, 2006; Kohler et al., 2007; Prieto et al., 2010) using either earth-76

quake data and background noise (e.g. Prieto et al., 2010; Nakata et al., 2013; Nakata and77

Snieder, 2013). Waves can be identified propagating in densely instrumented buildings78

and modeled by means of models based on structural drawings (e.g. Kohler et al., 2007;79

Wu et al., 2021). The anisotropic behavior of buildings has also been imaged (Thompson80

and Snieder, 2006). Identification of modes of vibration of a structure under unperturbed81

conditions (ambient excitation) is the subject of operational modal analysis (OMA), a82

technique sometimes applied to complex buildings and high instrument densities to un-83

derstand the impact of sources of excitation and following response of the structure (Au,84

2017; Sarlo et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2018). The natural excitation technique (NExT) is85

another method to identify the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a linear dynamic86

system using the measured output response of the system to a broadband (i.e., white87

noise) input excitation (e.g., James et al., 1995). We are however here interested in car-88

rying on our analysis using rather classical methods and concepts taken from the study89

of normal modes of the Earth.90

For historical buildings, vibrational analysis is particularly important as it may yield91

information useful to derive structural information, that is otherwise not known in detail92

(e.g. Riva et al., 1998; Casolo et al., 2013; Valente and Milani, 2016; Invernizzi et al., 2019).93

Asinelli and Garisenda — located in the city center — represent the most famous landmark94

for the city of Bologna. Taller Asinelli is known in science history because of experiments95

with falling bodies for early measurements of g by Giovanni Battista Riccioli, ca. 165096

(Graney, 2012), and calculation of earth rotation by Giovanni Battista Guglielmini in 179197

(Mantovani, 2019). The Two Towers (as Asinelli and Garisenda are commonly known) are98
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essentially tall, hollow, square-base prisms (Palermo et al., 2015; Invernizzi et al., 2019).99

Taller Asinelli, perhaps the tallest masonry building in Europe (and certainly the most100

slender), was built between 1109 and 1119. It is 97 m high, leans with an overhang of 2.2101

m. Garisenda shows a more serious overhang of 3.2 m with a height of just 48 m after102

being cut down after its construction was interrupted because of settlement of foundations.103

Deformation of the Two Towers is continuously monitored by a permanent system, but104

no measure of vibrations is systematically recorded. A temporary campaign was therefore105

carried on from September 2013 to April 2014, consisting of a number of three-component106

seismometers installed at different levels inside the buildings, with the goal of studying107

dynamical response to background excitation, mainly ascribable to vehicular traffic. We108

have thus been able to observe and measure the oscillations of the two towers due to109

ambient noise and distant earthquakes.110

[Figure 1 about here.]111

In this paper, we show classical normal mode, or eigenvalue, analysis, using Fourier112

spectra and the multitaper spectral analysis technique (Prieto et al., 2009), applied to113

seismographic data recorded at different floors of the Asinelli tower. We first describe114

the field data collection, and the main features of the background noise field in the city115

center. We then report on the identification of frequencies of a number of natural modes116

of vibration of the building, and on the description of distinctive features of such modes.117

We conclude with a discussion on the impact of our observations on dynamical modeling118

and further developments with engineering interest.119

Data acquisition120

For this study, we installed, at 5 different levels inside the tower, three-component seismo-121

graphic stations (Lennartz Le3D/5s velocity sensors, with 0.2 Hz eigenfrequency, RMS122

noise below 1 nm/s at 1 Hz, and 140 dB dynamic range; coupled with 24-bit RefTek123

digitizer and data acquisition systems, with sampling frequency set at 200 sps). A station124

has been positioned at street level just outside the building, others on external walls on125
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stone ledges, such as in windows, at approximate heights of 35, 55, 70 and 90 m (Figure126

1). The building, with masonry walls (and rubble stone fill in the bottom sectors), is127

hollow with wooden stairs and decks inside (e.g., Palermo et al., 2015), so that seismome-128

ter installation had to follow architectural constraints and be limited by availability of129

proper stone sills. Two additional stations were set, for a shorter period of time, at the130

top level, at opposite corners of the terrace, to record torsional motions as explained in131

the following. Field activities have actually taken place indoors, but involved many climbs132

on wooden staircases and ladders. The instruments were kept recording continuously for133

about 6 months between September 20, 2013, and April 10, 2014. During this time, no134

local earthquakes have been recorded, so seismic traces mainly consist of the free vibra-135

tions of the building excited by background noise and occasional teleseisms. Recorded136

noise amplitudes typically increased in the central hours of the day, roughly from 9 am137

to 5 pm, coherently with the assumption of its anthropic origin due to traffic (Figure S1138

in the electronic supplement to this article shows traces for the first 100 days of the field139

experiment).140

Figure 2 shows one typical day of data, in 1-hour intervals starting from the midnight,141

recorded by the N component of the station installed at the top (AS97). Typically, noise142

records show amplitudes modulated by the hour of day: amplitudes increase in the central143

hours of the day (8 to 17, see also Figure S1 in the electronic supplement). This pattern144

is coherent with noise generated by anthropic activities and vehicular traffic, more intense145

in the central part of the day than in the early morning or late afternoon. In this record,146

referring to a Saturday, we note that noise actually reaches its maximum during the night147

(from 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.) when traffic restrictions in the city center are removed. Such148

a time dependence of noise amplitude clearly points to vehicle traffic as the source of149

excitation.150

[Figure 2 about here.]151

Increasing the time resolution, we can easily identify the existence of a clear and152

coherent flexure of the tower. Figure 3 shows 60 seconds of typical data, that reveal the153
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presence of a modulated oscillation with a period of approximately 3 s, very small at154

the base station (AS00) but gaining progressively higher amplitude going up along the155

tower (stations AS35, AS55, AS70, AS97). Note that the oscillation stays in phase at the156

different stations. This behavior is hence consistent with the presence of resonance in the157

building, excited by ambient vibrations such as due to traffic. The tower swings similarly158

to a shaken cantilevered beam. This is quite predictable and expected, but the pattern is159

so clear that it can plainly be identified even in the time domain. In the next section we160

show that spectral analysis can identify different modes of free vibration with high detail.161

[Figure 3 about here.]162

A mode catalog163

We identify and characterize here a number of free modes of vibration of Asinelli, that164

portray its dynamic behavior, and represent constraints on its structure. The spectrum of165

ground acceleration, even with a quick calculation of plain Fourier transform for one day166

of data only, immediately reveals the presence of several resonant peaks (Figure 4) that167

identify the frequencies of different modes of free oscillation of the tower. The spectrum is168

clear with one day only of data, and it is very consistent over the whole 6-month period for169

which we have data. We are not able to detect significant wander of resonant frequencies170

in time.171

[Figure 4 about here.]172

A tall, slender building, such as a tower, can — to the first order — be seen as a173

cantilever beam (e.g. Taranath, 2012), and the existence of different modes of oscilla-174

tions can be understood through the elementary Euler-Bernoulli, or the more widely used175

Timoshenko (that also includes transverse shear), beam models (e.g., Dym and Williams,176

2007). The transverse displacement for the n-th mode, wn, of an elementary uniform177

cantilevered beam (i.e., fixed at one end and free at the other) subject to flexure is given178
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in its simplest form by (Dym and Shames, 2013):179

wn = A

[
cosh βnx− cosβnx+ (cosβnL+ cosh βnL)(sin βnx− sinh βnx)

sin βnL+ sinh βnL

]
(1)

where x is distance along a beam of length L, βn are the roots of:

cosh(βnL) cos(βnL) + 1 = 0

and A is a constant determined by initial conditions at t = 0 (that we can set to 1180

for the sake of plotting mode shapes). Mode shapes for this case are shown in Figure181

5. This is of course only a strong simplification. The building, dating back to the XII182

century, has wall thickness decreasing with height, irregularities, likely heterogeneous183

properties and defects, faulty foundations and subject to gravity with a verticality flaw.184

We will later on refer to accurate, numerical modelling of the actual tower (Invernizzi185

et al., 2019). However, we can now be conveniently guided by the simple solution of186

equation 1 to identify modes related to the natural resonance frequencies seen in Figure187

4, that will be confirmed by the realistic numerical calculations. We identify the tallest,188

and gravest, peak with the fundamental mode, i.e. the main resonance also apparent189

in the time series (Figure 3). As expected, amplitudes increase from the ground-level190

station AS00 — bottom black line, barely showing a broad spectral peak, about 50 dB191

below the maximum — only marginally influenced by the resonance pattern of the tower.192

Stations located on the tower (AS35, AS55, AS70, AS97) understandably show amplitudes193

gradually increasing with elevation. The second peak, at about 1.3 Hz, refers to the194

second flexural mode, or first overtone, that we expect to have a nodal point almost at195

0.8 times the length of the beam (Figure 5). In fact, the spectral amplitude of AS70196

in Figure 4 is much smaller than the others, while amplitudes at the other stations are197

comparable (AS97, at the top, is still maximum). We can understand this feature, by198

looking at the shape of mode 2 (dashed line in Figure 5) that has a node below 0.8 times199

the length of the beam, and comparable amplitudes at 0.35 and 0.5 times the length.200

At higher frequency, there is a narrow but somewhat anomalous peak at 2.3 Hz, where201

the largest amplitude refers to AS70, that we will comment later on. We find another202

peak at about 3.3 Hz that we claim corresponds to the third flexural mode, and another203
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at about 5.5 Hz in agreement with a fourth flexural mode. This intuitive association of204

frequencies to flexural modes is confirmed by the detailed numerical analysis by Invernizzi205

et al. (2019). Although sophisticated methods are used in engineering for this purpose206

(such as Operational Modal Analysis, Au (2017)), and we only have few points along the207

tower, we can plot the spectral amplitudes for the different modes as retrieved for all the208

stations, to gain an idea of mode shapes (Figure 6).209

[Figure 5 about here.]210

[Figure 6 about here.]211

Note that at about 0.7 Hz a small but clear peak (labeled G in Figure 4) is noticeable212

at street-level station AS00, but not at the others. As this peak is absent from the stations213

positioned along the tower, it is not compatible with free vibration of Asinelli, but is rather214

connected to ground motion that attenuates with elevation along the structure. We can215

recognize that it in fact corresponds to the frequency of the fundamental mode of nearby216

Garisenda, that we have identified in ground motion at decametric distance around the217

foundations (Azzara et al., 2014). It is well known that tall buildings, actively excited,218

can induce large dynamical forces in the ground, and related motion can be measured219

at distances up to few kilometers (Jennings, 1970), but even the smaller motions due to220

response to ambient noise can be measured around the buildings (Castellaro and Mulargia,221

2010; Mucciarelli et al., 2017). Similarly, some of the modes of Asinelli can be recognized222

at the base station of Garisenda. Being resonance frequencies of the two towers different,223

there is luckily no interplay between the two structures: a common resonance frequency224

could be detrimental in the case of large shaking produced by earthquakes.225

Finally, inspection of Figure 4 shows the interesting feature that resonance frequencies226

do not exhibit single peaks, but, rather, they are split (see the first two modes at about227

0.3 Hz and 1.3 Hz). The splitting of frequencies of normal modes of free vibration is228

well known to seismologists, as it places important constraints on heterogeneous structure229

of the Earth’s mantle and core (e.g. Woodhouse et al., 1986; Ritzwoller et al., 1986;230

Deuss et al., 2013). The free vibration responses of buildings can be quite diversified and231
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complex. It is in general possible that the twin, close, frequencies may be due to coupling232

between two principal directions, coupling between translational and torsional modes,233

beating, short-term meteorological effects including temperature variations or level of soil234

moisture. As we will however see with more detail in the following, all the main peaks235

(that we have associated to flexural modes of oscillation) share similar split behaviour.236

Besides, the slender, tall, tower is known to have significant inhomogeneities, in part due237

to construction, in part due to later damage, repair and modifications (e.g., Palermo et al.,238

2015). We may infer, then, that we are looking here at the effect of some departure from239

(axi-)symmetry, from the fact that frequency splitting is known to be linked to defects of240

symmetry in buildings (Trombetti and Conte, 2005), and on the basis of analysis of results241

of realistic finite element modelling (Invernizzi et al., 2019), that recognizes that bending242

results in slightly different natural frequencies in two orthogonal directions because of243

asymmetry of the tower.244

To map mode frequencies with higher accuracy, and address the splitting of resonant245

frequencies in more detail, we use multitaper spectrum analysis (Thomson, 1982; Prieto246

et al., 2009), a classical technique often used for its ability to isolate single frequencies247

within noise. We also rotate components to find the principal directions that isolate248

separate spectral peaks (as shown in Figure S2 in the electronic supplement to this article).249

The result is shown in Figure 7 for the first two flexural modes, and in Figure 8 for the250

third mode. Principal directions are not the same for the first two modes, a rotation by251

46◦ is required for Mode 1, while Mode 2 requires a rotation by −10◦. Principal directions252

for Mode 3 almost coincide with cardinal directions N and E (Figure 8).253

[Figure 7 about here.]254

[Figure 8 about here.]255

Particle motion for the different modes can be extracted by filtering horizontal compo-256

nent seismograms in the proper frequency bands (Figures 9, 10). Motion on the horizontal257

plane corresponding to the lowest-frequency spectral peak follows a polarization pattern258

oriented along the two principal directions already noted before, rotated 46◦ with respect259
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to the North (Figure 9, top). The pattern is typical for an oscillator with two degrees of260

freedom, where energy alternates between the two degrees of freedom. Plotting separately261

the oscillations along the two principal directions (Figure 9, bottom) shows such trans-262

fer of energy between the two directions. This behavior is known to exist for one-storey263

eccentric systems (Trombetti and Conte, 2005). Horizontal particle motion for higher264

modes is more complex (Figure 10). Mordret et al. (2017) found a main resonance peak265

for a high-rise building made of distinct peaks, but only along one of the two orthogonal266

building principal directions, with three split peaks that correspond to bilinear behavior267

such as due to breathing cracks (Chu and Shen, 1992). They infer that the origin of such268

behaviour may be located where displacement, corresponding to the only mode showing269

the phenomenon, is maximum, hence affecting this specific mode more than others. Al-270

though the process we are seeing is not related to bilinear behavior, we may similarly infer271

that the presence of asymmetries of the tower structure along its length affect differently272

the modes according to the different distribution of displacement along length.273

[Figure 9 about here.]274

[Figure 10 about here.]275

We have yet to acknowledge the origin of the relatively narrow peak on the horizontal276

components at about 2.3 Hz (Figure 4), at the same time we have not explored torsional277

motion of the narrow tower. We measure torsion by processing data recorded by two278

sets of horizontal sensors located at opposite corners of the terrace on the tower top (see279

Figure 11). After rotating to tangential component and differencing the two parallel com-280

ponents, we find a component proportional to rotation along a vertical axis. The resulting281

multitaper power spectrum identifies a very clear and narrow peak at 2.3 Hz (Figure 11).282

Therefore, we can safely identify the peak with the frequency of the (first) torsional mode,283

slightly shifted in frequency but compatible with predictions from numerical modelling by284

Invernizzi et al. (2019). The corresponding spectral peak is also present in the spectrum285

of horizontal translation (Figure 4 at 2.3 Hz). As sensors were placed on the bordering286

walls, this is well understandable. In this case, amplitude is not maximum at the top287
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station, as AS97 was not placed along the walls but rather in the roof lantern (Figure 1).288

[Figure 11 about here.]289

We have so far devoted our attention to horizontal components. The vertical compo-290

nent in not so rich of features, but it can nonetheless be used to detect the mode of axial291

expansion of the tower along its length. The power spectral densities of records of the 5292

stations are shown in Figure 12, where a smooth but clear peak shows at 4.2 Hz. Note293

that the spectral amplitude is negligible at the base station, and progressively grows with294

station elevation going to AS35, AS55, AS70, AS97. This is of course consistent with an295

axial expansion, that we attribute to another mode of free vibration, rather than to the296

vertical signature of bending in a flexural mode, because it has a different frequency.297

[Figure 12 about here.]298

Discussion and conclusion299

We measure the response of the Asinelli tower to the dynamic input due to vehicular traffic,300

and verify that this modulated, but essentially continuous, energy source excites many301

free vibrational modes of the structure. Possible structural damage due to such ceaseless302

vibrations may need to be evaluated (Nakamura, 1997), however the continual presence of303

free vibration may allow continuous (passive) monitoring of the properties of the building304

with simple means, and in turn reveal changes in the state of health of the structure305

without need for complex setups or analyses (structural health monitoring, Au (2017)).306

We identify and characterize several flexural modes, as well as an axial compressional307

and a torsional mode, with a simple and direct analysis based on common seismological308

tools. They represent parameters that can be used to improve numerical models, and309

evaluate behavior in case of significant seismic shaking (Riva et al., 1998; Casolo et al.,310

2013; Valente and Milani, 2016; Palermo et al., 2015; Invernizzi et al., 2019).311

Natural frequencies of flexural modes of the Asinelli tower are split into two close prin-312

cipal peaks. Invernizzi et al. (2019) noticed that in realistic finite element models of the313
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tower the same bending modes occur with slightly different frequencies along two orthog-314

onal directions. We here measure these singlet frequencies, and identify the two principal315

directions, different for the different modes, that do not align with building figure. It is316

known that buildings where center of mass and center of stiffness do not coincide, develop317

a coupled lateral-torsional response (see, e.g., Trombetti and Conte, 2005, and references318

therein) that identify two, close, different frequencies along the two degrees of freedom.319

Such structures typically show free vibration responses that, in the time domain, exhibit320

the characteristic beatings that appear when two close frequencies are superimposed. This321

phenomenon can be easily observed in the particle motion at the top of the tower (Figure322

9). The Asinelli tower is basically a hollow square-base truncated pyramid, but several323

sources of asymmetry exist. First and most evident is perhaps its inclination. The inclina-324

tion is due to a rigid rotation of the construction within its foundations, in soft sediments325

(e.g. Riva et al., 1998), but there are also other factors that may give rise to eccentrici-326

ties, such as flaws or damage in the construction, that, we recall, dates back to the XII327

Century and has suffered damages from time, earthquakes and a bombing episode during328

WWII (e.g., Savioli, 1784; Cavani, 1912; Riva et al., 1998; Palermo et al., 2015; Carpinteri329

et al., 2016). Invernizzi et al. (2019) elaborate about the need to account for diffused330

cracking damage, causing anisotropic behavior. The first two flexural modes are rotated331

with respect to sensor orientation (aligned along cardinal directions) with different angles332

(Figure 7) with respect to the North. This is also apparent in horizontal particle motion333

plots (Figure 9, 10). Spectral peaks on the North and East directions for the third mode334

appears to be independent (Figure 8), hence indicating principal directions aligned with335

respect to cardinal directions. Structural system identification techniques can be used336

to derive information on structural properties of a building through the solution of an337

inverse problem (Au, 2017). However, the differences in behaviour of different modes may338

also be intuitively understood if we think that modes have different amplitude patterns339

along the length of the tower (e.g., Figures 5 and 6). They would be mostly affected by340

any deviation from isotropy, homogeneity and symmetry located where their amplitude341

is maximum. Hence, as Mordret et al. (2017) also point out, anisotropy, inhomogeneity,342
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or asymmetry at some specific height would impact different modes differently. This is343

probably what we are observing. Following this speculation, these data can be impor-344

tant to identify where such defects may be located, and direct focused testing on specific345

locations.346

Our findings support the view that it may be impossible to appropriately reproduce347

the main parameters of vibration of the tower with dynamical models, without properly348

accounting for significant deviations from symmetry of the structure, as pointed out by349

Invernizzi et al. (2019). The analysis of data shows that we are witnessing the effects350

of deviations from symmetry, homogeneity, or isotropy of structure of the tower — may351

them be either to defects of construction, weakness of foundations, inclination, or damage.352

Perhaps such imperfections are distributed at different levels along the length, making a353

full 3D modelling really necessary. Different location of such heterogeneities would impact354

the various modes in different ways, because of varying sensitivity of natural modes of355

vibration to material properties along the length — similarly to what sensitivity kernels356

represent in seismology. We may point out that more detailed seismological studies —357

such as Kohler et al. (2018)— may in fact contribute to locate and hence identify the358

major structural flaws in the structure.359

Mechanical models for numerical modeling of historical buildings are often weakened360

by insufficient experimental information (Palermo et al., 2015). We show that a simple361

seismographic network, and rather moderate operational effort, can promptly identify362

many dynamical parameters of a tower, recording only the traffic-generated ground noise363

typical of urban settings in one day of measurements. This had been done before (e.g.364

Clinton et al., 2006; Azzara et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2021) but we show that abundant and365

highly detailed information can be extracted with moderate effort to characterize several366

features of the complex vibration of the tower.367

This analysis is simpler for a slender building such as a tower, but can obviously be368

extended to any shape of building. Description of patterns of vibration of a more complex369

shape is of course more complicated (Gentile et al., 2019), and may require a larger number370

of sensors to sketch it completely (even hundreds of them, Sarlo et al., 2018), and prevent371
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possible spatial aliasing in the representation of modal shapes. The more specifically-372

targeted techniques of system identification for operational modal analysis (Reynders,373

2012) or natural excitation technique to identify the natural frequencies and mode shapes374

of a linear dynamic system (James et al., 1995) may become useful to fully exploit such375

datasets (Sarlo et al., 2018; Zhu et al., 2018).376

These observations can be used to refine structural parameters used for dynamical377

modelling (Azzara et al., 2018). It has been shown that waves propagating in buildings378

can be used to constrain numerical models based on structural drawings (e.g. Kohler379

et al., 2007). For historical buildings, the case is made more complicated as structural380

drawings are not available, and because of the possible presence of structural damages381

occurred during the centuries. Therefore, such an endeavor carries many complications.382

Seismological approaches could indeed identify and locate structural flaws (e.g., Kohler383

et al., 2018), but we do not aim to pursue this here, as it is out of scope for this exper-384

imental exploratory study. A simple preliminary comparison with finite element models385

based on a priori assumptions on structural and material parameters (Riva et al., 1998;386

Invernizzi et al., 2019; Baraccani et al., 2020) shows fair agreement, but the rich and387

detailed information resulting from this analysis requires further extensive work.388

We used conventional portable seismographic stations, with relatively large sensor389

packages that needed to rest on rock ledges. This fact posed a number of constraints390

in sensor location, but we have been lucky enough to find window sills at appropriate391

distances along the tower. Use of smaller sensor packages may allow to place them more392

freely (e.g. Gentile et al., 2015) — and even bolt them to the walls — at positions specif-393

ically planned. Accelerometers in modern smartphones have also been successfully tested394

for use in structural health monitoring (Kong et al., 2018) possibly opening new venues for395

application of inexpensive sensors. However, we show that few high-quality seismometers396

yield a wealth of information with just a few days of recording.397

It has been shown that the signal of Earth’s normal modes can be extracted from398

the background seismic hum (Ventosa et al., 2017). We also have only used background399

noise as a source of dynamic excitation for this analysis, with the advantage of ease400
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of operations, repeatability, and possibility to acquire long time series to look for time401

variations. The engineering community has been using specialized system identification402

and structural health monitoring techniques for a long time, but we show that classical403

seismological tools can also provide significant observations with quite simple, convenient,404

inexpensive, straight, and well-tested procedures.405

Data and Resources406

Due to their nature, seismographic data used in this publication are not open, but can be407

made available (under conditions) for specific projects through the contributing author.408

The electronic supplement to this article contains additional figures S1 and S2 (see text).409

For seismogram analysis and plotting we used the Seismic Analysis Code – SAC (Gold-410

stein et al., 2003, 2005), available at https://ds.iris.edu/ds/nodes/dmc/software/downloads/sac/.411

The Multitaper Spectrum Estimation Library (Prieto et al., 2009) is freely available at412

https://www.gaprieto.com/software. GNU Octave, used for calculating and plotting413

mode shapes for a cantilevered beam, is free software that can be downloaded from414

https://www.gnu.org/software/octave/. The original manuscript has been typeset in415

LATEX: https://www.latex-project.org.416
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List of Figures657
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mometers had been placed at levels marked by red triangles, labeled by659
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the street level. Floor plans, at left, show the thickness of walls decreasing661

with height. Wall construction is rubble masonry for the sections up to 56662

m height, and solid bricks for the thinner top-section walls. (Modified after663
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2 Unfiltered velocity record for one day (Saturday, February 8, 2014) of the665

North component of station AS97, located at the top of the tower. Each666

of the 24 traces (normalised to ±2 · 10−3 m s−1) refers to one full hour,667

starting from 0:00 and then continuing (as indicated by the trace label to668

the left), from the top to the bottom trace, until 24:00. . . . . . . . . . . . 30669

3 Unfiltered displacement record for one minute of the same day of Figure 2,670

of the North component of stations at different elevation. Time in seconds671

from 00:00 of February 8, 2014; displacement in m. The base station, AS00,672

is plotted in black and, at this scale, looks almost flat (it is the line at 0).673

Stations at higher elevation (AS35, AS55, AS70, AS97, shown in different674

colors) progressively show higher amplitudes but always remain in phase.675

This pattern depicts resonance of the tower with period approximately 3 s,676

triggered by traffic noise at the base. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31677

4 Amplitude spectra of ground acceleration for stations at 5 altitude lev-678

els. Average of 10-minute intervals for one day of data. North-oriented679

horizontal component (East is similar). Different stations are shown with680

different colors, in turn black, red, blue, green, black for stations AS00,681

AS35, AS50, AS70, AS97. Peaks labelled by letters (A, B, C, D, T, G) are682

discussed in the text. The main peak (A) at about 0.32 Hz corresponds to683

the main resonance visible in the time series of Figure 3. The peak labelled684

G corresponds to the fundamental mode of sister tower Garisenda. . . . . 32685

5 Fundamental vibrational mode (continuous line), first overtone (dashed686

line), second overtone (dash-dotted line), and third overtone (dotted line)687

for a uniform cantilevered beam, according to equation 1 (normalised units). 33688

6 Amplitudes of motion of first three flexural modes, recorded by the 5 seis-689

mographic stations. Maximum amplitude is normalised to 1 for each mode690

for plotting purposes (they span 2 orders of magnitude). Signs are arbi-691

trarily assigned for graphic purposes, assuming no nodal point for mode 1,692

one nodal point for mode 2, two nodal points for mode 3. Solid triangles693

connected by continuous line: mode 1. Solid squares connected by dashed694

line: mode 2. Solid diamonds connected by point-dashed line, mode 3. . 34695
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7 Spectral peaks for the two gravest modes of oscillation: fundamental mode696

(left panel) and first overtone (right panel). This is power spectral den-697

sity from multitaper analysis. Spectra have been calculated for rotated698

directions to isolate single peaks referring to the two principal directions699

46◦ − 136◦ for the fundamental mode (left panel) and 80◦ − 170◦ for the700

first overtone (right panel). Spectra for the different stations are plotted701

with different colors. Note the different amplitudes, as shown in Figure702

6. Station AS00, located on the ground, is not visible because of small703

amplitude. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35704

8 Spectral peaks for the the third mode of oscillation. This is power spectral705

density from multitaper analysis. Spectra for North and East directions706

and all stations are superimposed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36707

9 Top: Particle motion on the horizontal plane related to the fundamental708

mode. Components N, E of station AS97 located at the top of the tower709

filtered in the frequency band 0.25 ÷ 0.40 Hz. Principal directions at 46◦710

and 136◦ are apparent. Colors identify consecutive time intervals: black,711

0-50s from trace beginning; blue: 50-100s; green: 100-200s. Bottom: dis-712

placement along the two principal directions, for the filtered signal for the713

fundamental mode. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37714

10 Particle motion on the horizontal plane related to the second (top, filtered715

in the band 1.1 ÷ 1.6 Hz) and third mode (bottom, 2.5 ÷ 4.0 Hz). Compo-716

nents N, E of station AS97 located at the top of the tower. Displacement717

follows patterns distinctly different for the different modes. Colors identify718
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AS35
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AS70

Figure 1: Sketch of the Tower of the Asinelli and, to the right, a cross section. Seis-
mometers had been placed at levels marked by red triangles, labeled by station codes.
Black numbers represent height measures in meters above the street level. Floor plans,
at left, show the thickness of walls decreasing with height. Wall construction is rubble
masonry for the sections up to 56 m height, and solid bricks for the thinner top-section
walls. (Modified after G. Dallavalle, personal communication.)
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Figure 2: Unfiltered velocity record for one day (Saturday, February 8, 2014) of the
North component of station AS97, located at the top of the tower. Each of the 24 traces
(normalised to ±2 · 10−3 m s−1) refers to one full hour, starting from 0:00 and then
continuing (as indicated by the trace label to the left), from the top to the bottom trace,
until 24:00.
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Figure 3: Unfiltered displacement record for one minute of the same day of Figure 2, of
the North component of stations at different elevation. Time in seconds from 00:00 of
February 8, 2014; displacement in m. The base station, AS00, is plotted in black and, at
this scale, looks almost flat (it is the line at 0). Stations at higher elevation (AS35, AS55,
AS70, AS97, shown in different colors) progressively show higher amplitudes but always
remain in phase. This pattern depicts resonance of the tower with period approximately
3 s, triggered by traffic noise at the base.
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Figure 4: Amplitude spectra of ground acceleration for stations at 5 altitude levels. Av-
erage of 10-minute intervals for one day of data. North-oriented horizontal component
(East is similar). Different stations are shown with different colors, in turn black, red,
blue, green, black for stations AS00, AS35, AS50, AS70, AS97. Peaks labelled by letters
(A, B, C, D, T, G) are discussed in the text. The main peak (A) at about 0.32 Hz cor-
responds to the main resonance visible in the time series of Figure 3. The peak labelled
G corresponds to the fundamental mode of sister tower Garisenda.
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Figure 5: Fundamental vibrational mode (continuous line), first overtone (dashed line),
second overtone (dash-dotted line), and third overtone (dotted line) for a uniform can-
tilevered beam, according to equation 1 (normalised units).
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Figure 6: Amplitudes of motion of first three flexural modes, recorded by the 5 seis-
mographic stations. Maximum amplitude is normalised to 1 for each mode for plotting
purposes (they span 2 orders of magnitude). Signs are arbitrarily assigned for graphic
purposes, assuming no nodal point for mode 1, one nodal point for mode 2, two nodal
points for mode 3. Solid triangles connected by continuous line: mode 1. Solid squares
connected by dashed line: mode 2. Solid diamonds connected by point-dashed line, mode
3.
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Figure 7: Spectral peaks for the two gravest modes of oscillation: fundamental mode (left
panel) and first overtone (right panel). This is power spectral density from multitaper
analysis. Spectra have been calculated for rotated directions to isolate single peaks re-
ferring to the two principal directions 46◦ − 136◦ for the fundamental mode (left panel)
and 80◦ − 170◦ for the first overtone (right panel). Spectra for the different stations are
plotted with different colors. Note the different amplitudes, as shown in Figure 6. Station
AS00, located on the ground, is not visible because of small amplitude.
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Figure 8: Spectral peaks for the the third mode of oscillation. This is power spectral
density from multitaper analysis. Spectra for North and East directions and all stations
are superimposed.
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Figure 9: Top: Particle motion on the horizontal plane related to the fundamental mode.
Components N, E of station AS97 located at the top of the tower filtered in the frequency
band 0.25 ÷ 0.40 Hz. Principal directions at 46◦ and 136◦ are apparent. Colors identify
consecutive time intervals: black, 0-50s from trace beginning; blue: 50-100s; green: 100-
200s. Bottom: displacement along the two principal directions, for the filtered signal for
the fundamental mode.
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Figure 10: Particle motion on the horizontal plane related to the second (top, filtered in
the band 1.1 ÷ 1.6 Hz) and third mode (bottom, 2.5 ÷ 4.0 Hz). Components N, E of
station AS97 located at the top of the tower. Displacement follows patterns distinctly
different for the different modes. Colors identify consecutive time intervals: black, 0-50s
from trace beginning; blue: 50-100s; green: 100-200s for the top panel; black, 0-15s; blue:
15-20s; green: 20-25s; red: 25-30s for the bottom panel.
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Figure 11: Left: sensor setup to measure rotation on top of the Asinelli tower. Right: mul-
titaper power spectral density of the resulting tangential motion, proportional to rotation
ζ (arbitrary units). The narrow peak at about 2.3 Hz corresponds to the fundamental
torsional mode.
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Figure 12: Power spectral density from multitaper analysis of vertical-component data,
showing the frequency of axial mode.
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